
Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain (HCSWB) Model Description 

Purpose:   

This document describes the context in which the Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain (HCSWB) Model should be 

used, as well as how it was configured and validated.  For additional information on the validation process, 

reference Eclipse Photon and Electron Reference Guide. 

 

Applicability: 

Note RapidPlan knowledge-based planning and its models are not intended to replace clinical 

decisions, provide medical advice or endorse any particular radiation plan or treatment 

procedure.  The patients’ medical professionals are solely responsible for and must rely on 

their professional clinical judgment when deciding how to plan and provide radiation 

therapy. 

 

Note You should validate every DVH estimation model before using it clinically.  This applies to 

any model, whether Varian provided, peer provided or the models you create yourself. 

 

 This model is designed to be used for RapidArc treatment plans for whole brain utilizing a hippocampal 

sparing technique. 

 

 The model estimates the DVH for brainstem, spinal cord, left and right optic nerves, right and left lens, right 

and left eyes, right and left lacrimal glands, hippocampus + 0.5cm, and hippocampus. 

 

 The model is intended to be used in conjunction with a MU objective with a relative strength of 80 and 

minimum and maximum MU of 1000 and 2000, respectively.  MU objective must be added manually. 

 

 The “Intermediate Dose” function of the Photon Optimizer was not utilized  

 

 The model is intended to be utilized for whole brain with hippocampal sparing without a simultaneous 

integrated boost (SIB) to gross disease.  If SIB is intended to be utilized for boost volume, clinical validation of 

model performance is necessary.  The model was not generated and fully validated for these SIB clinical cases.  

See Annex A for details on limited SIB usage /experimental testing. 

 

 The HCSWB model was created using the guidelines described below. 

 

Note The performance of the HCSWB model may vary depending on the contouring and 

planning guidelines.  Each site should validate the model with institution-specific 

contouring and planning guidelines before clinical use. 

  



 

Target and OAR contouring and planning guidelines: 

The HCSWB model was created using the following guidelines.  Every patient must have a planning CT.  The CT 

simulation scan must encompass the entire head to include the most superior aspect of the patient through the 

entire head.  Axial slice thickness should not exceed 2.5mm and smaller axial cuts are recommended.   

The use of MRI guided contouring is also recommended.  The MRI axial slice thickness should match the CT slice 

thickness as much as possible.  It is recommended to obtain gadolinium-enhanced studies to include three-

dimensional spoiled gradient (SPGR), magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE), or turbo field echo 

(TRF) axial MRI scans with axial slice thickness not greater than 1.5mm.  Standard axial and coronal gadolinium 

contrast-enhanced T1-weighted sequence and axial T2/FLAIR sequence scans should be acquired with no greater 

than 2.5mm slice thickness.   

 

The planning target volumes (PTV) and the organs at risk (OARs) are contoured on the planning CT. 

 Target contouring guidelines: 

    Target name                         Guidelines  

CTV (or Brain) Whole brain parenchyma through the foramen magnum 

PTV_WB   CTV excluding the hippocampal avoidance region (see below); no setup 

margin is added 

OAR contouring guidelines:  

 OAR name Guidelines 

Hippocampus(R+L) Bilateral hippocampal contours (contoured in one structure); will be 

generated from the CT simulation image set fused to MRI image sets 

Brainstem Best generated on MRI image set and verified on CT simulation image set.  

Inferior aspect at the level of foramen magnum (should be at the interface of 

CTV inferior aspect) and superiorly to include midbrain 

Spinal Canal Superior aspect to begin at the distal edge of the brainstem through inferior 

aspect of the image set 

Lens(R/L) Use CT image set only for creation; bilateral contoured separately 

Optic Nerve (R/L) Use CT image set only for creation; bilateral contoured separately 

Eye(R/L) Best generated from CT simulation image set; delineate the entire globe of 

the eye; bilateral contoured separately 

Optic Chiasm Structure best visualized on MRI image set and confirmed on CT image set; 

located above the pituitary fossa which is located within the sella turcica 

Lacrimal Gland(R/L) Structure sits superior and lateral to the globe of the eye; best generated on 

CT simulation image set and verified using MRI; bilateral contoured 

separately 

 



Required optimization structure contouring guidelines:  

 Optimization structure Guidelines 

Hippocampus+05(R+L) Hippocampal avoidance region; the hippocampi with 5mm expansion radially 

PTV_WBopt PTV excluding hippocampal avoidance region + additional margin; 

recommended margin is additional 3mm to a total of 8mm margin from 

hippocampus structure.  See Annex A for additional margin guidance. 

Treatment planning guidelines: 

All cases used to train and to validate the model were planned using head-first supine position with head 

positioned in a neutral position.  All patients were immobilized with an aquaplast mask. 

A four arc VMAT technique was utilized with two full, coplanar arcs and two partial vertex arcs.  Each set of 

coplanar and vertex arcs had clock-wise and counter clock-wise gantry rotations with mirrored collimator 

positions (315/45) for each set.  The coplanar arcs had 359.8 degrees of arc rotation for each field.  The vertex 

arcs had 184.9 degrees of arc rotation for each with the start and end positions being 180.1 and 5 degree gantry 

positions with a 90 degree couch position.  Each arc was positioned at a single isocenter located in the center of 

the target, isocenter was aligned to best achieve coverage of the PTV and jaw settings were verified for proper 

field size by a beams eye view (BEV) evaluation of each control point in the arc rotation, ensuring the entire brain 

was always visible, never under the jaw.  See Annex A for further discussion on different number of arcs and the 

end of Annex A for a screen capture that includes a visualization of the arcs. 

 

The following dose prescription and planning guidelines were used for the cases to train and validate the model. 

Target: 

PTV_WB  30Gy in 10 fractions 

 PTV_WB  coverage D100% at 95%; D98% > 25Gy; D2% < 37.5Gy;   

 plan normalization recommended for D100% >95% 

 OARs: 

 Planning objectives for OARs are as follows but may be adapted according to the desired fractionation scheme*: 

Hippocampus  D0.03cc <13Gy; Mean dose < 8Gy; D100% < 7Gy 

Chiasm   D0.03cc < 30Gy 

Brainstem   D0.03cc < 33Gy 

Cord   D0.03cc < 25Gy 

Optic  Nerve   D0.03cc < 30Gy 

Eye   Mean dose < 6Gy 

Lacrimal Gland  Mean dose < 10Gy 

Lens   D0.03cc < 4Gy 

*See Annex B for full Plan Quality Metric scoring criteria 



References for contouring and planning guidelines: 

Brown P, Gondi V NRG-CC001:  A Randomized Phase III Trial of Memantine and Whole-Brain Radiotherapy With or 
Without Hippocampal Avoidance in Patients with Brain Metastases https://www.nrgoncology.org/Clinical-
Trials/NRG-CC001  

Prokic V, et al Whole Brain Irradiation with Hippocampal Sparing and Dose Escalation on Multiple Brain 

Metastases: A Planning Study on Treatment Concepts http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2012.02.036 

2015 AAMD / Sun Nuclear Plan Challenge http://planchallenge.sunnuclear.com/ 

A physician with considerable experience in treating patients under the NRG-CC001 protocol, planning goals and 

contouring consistency were completed to this individual’s clinical preference 

Structure codes: 

To ensure robust structure matching between new cases and the structures defined in the model, it is 

recommended to use the following structure code assignment: 

 

Structure name example Structure name in model  Structure code(s) in model 

PTV_WBopt   PTV_WBopt   (PTV_High,PTV_Int Target) 

Hippocampus_Totl  Hippocampus(R+L)  (275020) 

Hippocampus+05_Totl  Hippo+05(R+L)   (PRV)     

Chiasm    OpticChiasm   (62045) 

Brainstem   Brainstem   (79876) 

Spinal Cord   SpinalCanal   (9680, 7647) 

LOptic    OpticNerve(R/L)  (50878, 50875) 

ROptic    OpticNerve(R/L)  (50878, 50875) 

LEye    Eye(R/L)   (12515, 125124) 

REye    Eye(R/L)   (12515, 125124) 

LLacrimal   Lacrimal(L/R)   (59103, 59102) 

RLacrimal   Lacrimal(L/R)   (59103, 59102) 

LLens    Lens((R/L)   (58243, 58242) 

RLens    Lens((R/L)   (58243, 58242) 

  

https://www.nrgoncology.org/Clinical-Trials/NRG-CC001
https://www.nrgoncology.org/Clinical-Trials/NRG-CC001
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2012.02.036
http://planchallenge.sunnuclear.com/


Optimization objectives and Optimization settings: 

The following optimization objectives were defined in the model and will be generated when the model is applied 

to a new case. 

  

Applying the model will also set the following parameters for the NTO: 

 



 MU objective is also recommended for planning with the following parameters (must be added manually): 

    

  

Model Training: 

The Hippocampal Sparing Whole Brain (HCSWB) model was trained with 20 cases.  Each case was simulated with 

aquaplast mask immobilization and neutral head position. 

All cases were planned to 30Gy in 3Gy fractions with 6X energy on a Varian Linac with Millennium120 MLC. 

All cases utilized VMAT technique.  See Annex H for full details of cases in model training set. 

The training cases were extracted from clinical cases that satisfied the contouring criteria described previously.  A 

recursive method of model creation was utilized to generate a RapidPlan model with very consistent, high quality 

plans developed with tight DVH prediction bands allowing for aggressive hippocampal sparing optimization 

objectives to be used.   

The recursive model creation process is summarized below: 

First, an initial RapidPlan model is created from 20 manually planned cases.  Then, that model is used to re-plan all 

the cases in that training set and/or others.  Different arc geometries and differing combinations of auto-created 

optimization objectives are systematically used.  The best scoring plan from each method is selected for each 

patient and those plans become the training set for the final model, and a final set of automatic objectives are 

then established for this final model.  One RapidPlan model created from another initial/parent model, a la the 

recursive method.  

See Annex C for full details of the model creation process with recursive method.  

Model Validation: 

The HCSWB model was validated using 21 cases which included the 20 final model training cases as well as an 

independent control case.   See Annex F for details on the control case final validation and Annex M for scoring 

details of the final model on the training set. 

Additional validation was done using 7 cases obtained from another, outside institution.  See Annex N for details 

on the final model validation on the external cases.   

Since finalizing this model it has been tested on a number of cases from multiple institutions and the resulting 

plans were judged to have clinically satisfactory results, with PQM scores all within the expected range. 

Finally, it should be noted since this provided model only has 20 cases in its training set, the green/orange match 

indicators which appear when the model is applied to new patients may display more orange structures than 

would be common with models created from larger training sets. 
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Annex A:  Usage variations 

Variation: Number of arcs 

All validation plans were created using the 4 arc arrangement described above, in the main document.  The plans created 

manually for the initial model used only 3 arcs: two full arcs, 0 couch, 315/45 collimators and one vertex arc 180(PA) ->  5 

degrees(from AP)  90 couch, 90 collimator.  Later in the process, a concern was brought up about constant nature of the 

inter-leaf leakage through the MLC throughout the gantry rotation of the 3rd vertex arc (90 collimator, 90 couch).  Plan 

attempts simply changing the collimator rotation on the 3rd arc always resulted in poorer plan quality plans (ie. lower PQM 

scores).  The solution was to break the vertex arc into two CW/CCW paired arcs with 315/45 collimator angles, resulting in 

the 4 arc beam geometry as described in the main document.  To verify this 4 arc beam arrangement resulted in equal or 

better plans than the previous 3 arc beam arrangement, the initial model was used to plan all the cases in the final 

model’s training set, twice with identical optimization objectives, just changing the arc arrangement.  The plans scores 

were very similar between both beam arrangements, with the 4 arc arrangement usually scoring slightly higher.  The 

highest scoring plans created with the initial model were used to train the final model, regardless of optimization criteria 

or beam arrangement.  It should be noted the vast majority of the cases used to train the final model were 4 arc beam 

arrangement plans. 

See Annex H for details of which objectives and beam arrangements were used in the cases used to train the final model. 

See Annex I and J for comparison details of plans made with the 3 arc vs 4 arc technique. 

It is recognized that a 4arc geometry will result in slightly longer treatment time for the patient.  This model creates very 

similar quality plans (as measured by the PQM) with either 3 or 4 arcs, it is up to the user and their associated clinical, 

physics and medical staff to choose which arc arrangement to employ.  If utilizing only 3 arcs (1 vertex arc), consider 

lowering the “Minimum MU objective” < 1000MU.   

Variation: Margin used to create optimization structure WB_PTVopt 

During planning of the external validation cases it was recognized that there was variation in the absolute volume (size) of 

the hippocampus structures.  Using the standard Hippocampus+08mm expansion removed from the brain contour to 

create the PTV_WBopt (as described in the main document, above) sometimes resulted in plans scoring lower than 

expected due to the PTV_WBopt absolute volume (size) being too low (small) to provide sufficient coverage of 

prescription dose to the WB_PTV ( D100 <95%, D98 < 25Gy).  The solution was to create the WB_PTVopt from a 7mm 

expansion of the hippocampus structure instead of 8mm.  In cases where target coverage is below expectation, or an even 

more steep (aggressive) dose gradient is desired around the hippocampus structure, consider using a smaller expansion 

(7mm instead of 8mm) from the hippocampus structure when using the “Crop structure” or “Boolean operator”  tool to 

create your WB_PTVopt.  

Variation: Optimization thoroughness 

At all phases in the model creation process every plan was “optimized thoroughly”.  It has been the experience of the 

creators of this model that noticeably higher quality plans can be achieved when pausing the Photon Optimizer in each 

MR level and sub-step until the cost/time line has run completely flat.  This is achieved by pausing the optimizer at the 

beginning of optimization.  Then, once the line is flat, the optimizer is un-paused until the next MR sub-step begins and 

the optimizer is immediately paused again.  This process is repeated at each MR sub-step (all 10 MR level sub-steps).   By 

giving the optimizer time to find the ideal solution at each sub-step the plan quality is improved.  There is debate as to if 

all sub-steps need to be paused, or if it is important that the cost/time line be completely flat before allowing the 

optimizer to continue to the next sub-step.  As with all other aspects of usage of this model, how thoroughly plans are 

optimized is completely up to the discretion of the user and their associated clinical, physics, and medical staff to decide.  

Pausing the optimizer is not required but is highly recommended to achieve the plan quality results found in this 

validation.   



 

 

Figure 1: Two patients’ (outside patients not otherwise cited in this work) PQM scorecards (first patient top scorecards, 

second patient bottom scorecards) planed twice with this model, the only difference being “optimization thoroughness”.  

The scorecards on the left were generated from the plans created without pausing (score 84.17/84.81) and pausing the 

optimizer at each MR level sub-step resulted in the scorecards the right (score 86.75/88.69).   Scorecards courtesy of 

PlanIQ, Sun Nuclear Corporation. 

 

  



Variation: WB_PTV prescription dose other than 30Gy (3Gy in 10 fractions) 

Optimization objectives are set to scale relative to the prescription dose to support varying dose prescriptions (ie 25Gy). 

Prescriptions other than 30Gy to the PTV_WB have not been tested or validated.  If utilizing this model for a prescription 

that varies from 3Gy per fraction, consider changing the “Minimum MU objective” from 1000MU to a number that 

increases or decreases relative to the dose per fraction.  As always, validate results from this model for your patients at 

your institution before clinical use. 

 

Variation: Simultaneous Integrated Boost (SIB) usage 

This model was trained for and is expecting only one (30Gy) target.  However, it could be used carefully to create SIB plans 

by subtracting from the PTV_WBopt the high risk PTV and a margin to accommodate the dose gradient/falloff (in addition 

to removing the hippocampus + margin done normally).  Next, simply use the model to automatically populate the 

optimizer as is normally done, but then manually add upper and lower dose constraints for the high risk PTV.   Obvious 

care would need to be taken to ensure your margin removed from the WB_PTVopt for the high risk target was not too 

conservative or aggressive.   

It is important to note when using this method, the HCSWB model has no knowledge of the higher dose level target when 

generating the DVH prediction and creating the relative optimization objectives (since the new higher dose target 

objectives are manually added into the optimizer after the model has been applied).  This situation could cause the model 

to create objectives that are no longer relevant for your patient and as a result could create inferior, undesirable plans.  

The degree to which the objectives are off is directly proportional to the distance the high dose target is from the OARs 

with DHV bands being predicted (especially the hippocampus) and how much higher the high risk PTV is prescribed 

relative to the WB_PTV.  Therefore, usage in the SIB scenario cannot be recommended by the creators of this model.  

However, what each user does with this model is at the discretion of the user and their associated clinical, physics, and 

medical staff. 

 



 

Figure 2: An example of a mild SIB (33Gy to high dose target, 30Gy to WB_PTV in 10fx) plan created using the required 

modifications for SIB mentioned above.   Note the DVH prediction bands are turned on for the hippocampus and 

hippocampus+05, and due to the proximity of the high risk target to the hippocampus the bands weren’t as accurate 

resulting in overly/unreasonably aggressive automatically generated  optimization criteria for the hippocampus.  Even 

given the more heterogeneous WB_PTV dose distribution, this case was judged to be clinically satisfactory. 



 Annex B:  Plan Quality Metric (PQM) used to assess quality of plans 

Scorecards were created for each plan using a Plan Quality Metric (PQM).  The metrics were created from the criteria 

mentioned, in the main document above, with direct guidance added from a physician with experience treating 

hippocampal sparing whole brain patients under protocol.  This guidance resulted in the more extreme hippocampal 

sparing than is requested in the protocols referenced.  The PQM scorecards were created using the Plan IQ software 

(formerly Quality Reports) from Sun Nuclear Corporation.  Building scorecards to guide plan quality throughout the model 

creation process proved to be critical.  PQM scorecards enabled a very minute degree of plan quality control and measure 

throughout the model creation process and removed all subjectivity in judging which plan was superior when assessing 

two or more plans for the same patient.   

Careful consideration needs to be applied to create a static, robust, well thought out PQM prior to getting too far into the 

model creation process.  A good PQM should drive all planners to a similar, high quality plan which scores well; a key 

component to achieving this result is, usually, to ensure the target score metrics have the highest score weighting. 



 



Figure 4: The scoring criteria used to generate the scorecard for each patient.  Note the score value for each relevant sub-

metric to the left of each score range arrow.  Total points possible = 100 (usually, max score is never achievable on a well-

designed PQM). 

 

 

Figure 5:  The individual metrics that did not score linearly throughout the sub-metric range for that specific OAR.  Slopes 

were built per the request of the physician giving guidance for PQM scoring. 

  

Annex C:  Model creation, tuning and validation process detail using recursive method. 

Most RapidPlan models are likely created utilizing a straightforward, non-recursive approach similar to the violet section 

in figure 6 below.  However, after creating the initial HCSWB RapidPlan model and examining the model in the Eclipse 

“Model Configuration” workspace and in Varian’s cloud based tool, “Model Analytics”,  this models’ creators determined 

it seemed to work well but wasn’t quite ideal.  Specifically, there appeared to be: 

1) Inconsistency with the structure sets / OAR contours on some of the patients’ data sets 

2) Difficulty finding a single set of auto-created optimization objectives to be populated and work well on future cases 

planned with the model 

3) Questions remained as to the effect of different arc arrangements (3 arc vs 4 arc) on plan quality 



 

Figure 6:  The process flow chart for creating this model using a recursive model training method. 

 

Overall, the goal of this project was to create and release to the public a high quality RapidPlan model for this clinical 

treatment site.  Had the goal been to create a model for internal use only, a simple non-recursively trained RapidPlan 

model would have likely been deemed “good enough”, as the first generation of the model did work quite well.  Or if the 

training set was larger than the minimum 20 cases required, we could have simply eliminated outliers as in traditional 

model building practices.  Since we were using the minimum allowed number of cases (20) to build this model, eliminating 

patients with OAR/structure outliers wasn’t an option either.  However, 20 cases were deemed sufficient as the brain’s 

anatomy is relatively static from patient to patient.  The brain isn’t a body site with much variability in OAR/target 

size/shape which would likely require a training set with greater than 20 cases. 

After the initial model was created from the original 20 cases, some of the training cases with suspect OARs were either 

re-contoured or, where the doctor who drew the original hippocampus structure could not be reached, the case was 

thrown out and new cases with verified hippocampus structures were used.  The original cases, some with modified 



contours, and some new cases with verified structures (20 total) were all planned using the model created from the 

original cases with one of two beam arrangements (3 vs 4 arc) and one of three sets of auto-created optimization 

objectives (balanced OAR sparing, extreme OAR sparing, and very extreme OAR sparing). 

The methodology was to first plan all remaining 20 cases with the same set of “balanced” auto-created optimization 

objectives with both 3 and 4 arc arrangements.  Then, whichever arc arrangement scored higher, that case was then tried 

with a new set of auto-created optimization objectives with more aggressive OAR sparing.  If the more aggressive OAR 

sparing resulted in another yet higher scoring plan, a final set of “very extreme” auto-created optimization objective were 

then attempted on the patient.  This process is seen in figure 6, above, in the yellow section underscored by the gray 

looping arrow.  As a result of this methodology, each of the 20 cases were planned utilizing the initial model at least three 

different times with different arc arrangements and auto-created optimization objectives. 

Note:  Plans created at this phase were normalized so that D100 = 95.1%, +/- 0.1%; usually normalization required was 

minimal (<1%).  

The decision was then made to create a final model from the plan with the arc arrangement and auto-created 

optimization objectives combination that resulted in the highest score for each patient.  This phase is illustrated in the 

green section in figure 6 above.  Since all the plans were created from the same model with a relatively minor change to 

the auto-created optimization objectives and a very small effective difference in arc arrangement, the resulting model 

created noticeably tighter DVH prediction bands that resulted in a need to create and tune new auto-created optimization 

objectives for the final model.  Finally, the final model and objectives re-planned all 20 cases (training set cases) to 

document the scores and additional control and validation cases were also planned and scored with the final model and 

objectives. 

Note:  Plans created at this phase required use of the MU objective feature of the v13.X Photon Optimizer; as DVH bands 

were often so narrow auto-created optimization objectives were being placed so near to the expected DVH curves that 

high scoring plans couldn’t be attained without the MU objective being utilized on the final model’s plans. 

 

Annex D:  PQM Histograms of plans created in each phase of the recursive model training 

process 

The following histograms of PQM scores show that variability in plan quality is not only reduced by utilizing Knowledge 

Based Planning (RapidPlan), but further reductions in variability can be achieved by insuring your RapidPlan model’s 

training set consists of high quality, consistently planned cases.  An innovative way to facilitate the creation of a high 

quality training set for a RapidPlan model is to have a RapidPlan model create that training set via the recursive method 

described above.  All PQM histograms created with PlanIQ (formerly Quality Reports) from Sun Nuclear Corporation. 

See the reduction in standard deviations in each phase in the graphs below. 



 

Figure 7: PQM score distribution from the 20 original plans made with manual (non KBP) methods, these plans became 

the training set for the initial model 

 

Figure 8: PQM score distribution from the 20 cases planned by the initial RapidPlan model with systematic arc 

arrangement and auto-created optimization objective combinations attempts.  The highest scoring plan on each patient 

was used to create the final model. 



 

Figure 9: PQM score distribution from the same 20 cases from figure 8, above, re-planned by the final RapidPlan model 

with the final set of auto-created optimization objectives. 

 

Annex E:  Comparison of DVH prediction bands 

The more consistently planned cases used for the RapidPlan model’s training set, the tighter the DVH prediction bands 

will be.  Tighter DVH prediction bands allow the model creator to use higher priorities on their auto-created optimization 

objectives that accompany the RapidPlan model.  If bands are wider allowing too much variance, lower priorities must be 

used as the associated model generated line objectives could be legitimately further from the actual achievable DVH in a 

future plan.  Narrow bands demonstrate the confidence the system has with the DVH prediction for the associated OAR.   

These narrow bands are extremely effective in helping create very consistent quality plans for this treatment site.  For this 

treatment site, fears of “overfitting data” are less applicable due to the relatively static nature of the target and OARs in 

size, shape, and relationship with minimal patient to patient variance.  The more specific a model’s intended use, the 

tighter the DVH prediction bands can be driven and, in turn, the higher the relative priorities on the relative auto-created 

objectives can be driven and tuned. 

It is the option of the model creators that it is easier to create smaller “more specific” models which can be finely tuned 

and tweaked to deliver optimal results.  The other option is to create and tune a larger “less specific” model.  Both types 

of models have their pros and cons, but with a less specific, more general purpose, model fears of “overfitting data” are 

very relevant as it impacts the applicability and flexibility of the model.   



 

Figure 10:  The DVH prediction bands for all OARs on the control patient (patient not in the model training set).  The DVH 

prediction bands on the left are from the final, recursively trained model.  The DVH prediction bands on the right are from 

the initial model trained with manually planned cases.  The astute observer will notice there are additional bands on the 

final model, not seen on the original model – this is because the initial model’s training set didn’t have lacrimal glands 

contoured on enough of the cases and as a result the initial model was unable to predict DVH bands for those structures; 

this was one of the OAR consistency issues addressed for the cases that were re-planned with the initial model for the 

final model’s training set.  



 

Figure 11:  Control patient from figure 10, above, with only the hippocampus (red) and hippocampus+05 (violet) 

prediction bands (shaded regions) and auto-created optimization objectives (dotted line objectives) displayed on both 

graphs.  The exact same actual DVH (solid lines for hippocampus, hippocampus+05 and PTV) are displayed on both graphs 

as a point of reference.  Here, the initial model is on the left (wider bands) and the final recursively trained model is on the 

right (narrower bands).  

The unintended consequence of creating DVH prediction bands so narrow and specific was the auto-created optimization 

(line) objectives populated in the optimizer were too close to the achievable DVH bands such that the optimizer was 

unable to create plans to meet those objectives, no matter the priority applied to those line objectives.  The solution for 

this was to employ the use of the MU objective.  Utilizing the minimum MU objective allowed for a greater dynamic range 

in delivery allowing for a larger modulation of dose delivered.   After applying the MU objective with a minimum MU 

slightly greater than is usually expected for the plan, the optimizer continued to make progress towards the objectives 

and very high quality and consistent plans were created by the final recursively trained model and the associated auto-

created optimization objectives. 

 

Annex F:  Scorecards from control case (patient not in training set) at each phase in process. 

As patient cases were limited in number for this model creation project, a single case was kept separate from the training 

set case and used for validation and as a control case.  This case was the first case used to tune the auto-created 

optimization objectives, before those objectives are applied when re-planning cases in the training set. 

 



  

Control Patient PQM RapidArc manually planned = 88.99 

 

 

Control Patient PQM highest score from all objective combinations created with initial model = 91.3 

 

 



 

Control Patient PQM from final recursively trained model and its auto-created optimization objectives = 89.82 

Although the final model with its associated single set of auto-created optimization objectives didn’t score higher than the 

highest score reached with three different sets of objectives tested with the initial model on this particular patient, it still 

created a plan that was better than the original manually planned case.  The final model has been shown to be more 

consistent than the manually planned cases or the initial model, cumulatively, as demonstrated in Annex D.  

 

Annex G:  PQM Histogram, scoring table, and individual scorecards from manually planned 

cases used to create initial model 

The cases used to create the initial model were all re-planned from original clinical cases with consistent starting 

objectives and beam arrangement.  Re-planned cases were deemed necessary as original clinical cases had some 

undesirable variability in scores, which is to be expected since they were created manually by various dosimetrists with 

various optimization strategies and  the original clinical plans were created before the PQM was developed so all planning 

goals weren’t as clearly defined.  PQM scores from original clinical cases are outside the scope of this document as they 

were not utilized for the creation of this model.  Every effort was made to consistently manually re-plan each of these 

cases and achieve the highest possible PQM scores as these plans were originally expected to be the training set for the 

model.  When these plans were created, the decision to use the recursive model creation process had not yet been made, 

so many hours and a large amount of work went into manually creating high scoring, high quality, and consistent plans for 

the RapidPlan model.  Score percentages rather than raw PQM scores are often cited to provide relative plan scores since 

not all cases had all structures graded by the PQM. 

 



 

Figure 7:  (repeated here for completeness) PQM score distribution from the 20 original plans made with manual (non 

KBP) methods, these plans became the training set for the initial model 

 Raw PQM PQM %  

Patient 1 89.66 89.7 Complete 

Patient 2 85.91 85.9 Complete 

Patient 3 82.76 88 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 4 93.98 94 Complete 

Patient 5 86.42 90 no lens 

Patient 6 76.13 81 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 7  85.47 90.9 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 8 90.82 90.8 Complete 

Patient 9 82.24 87.5 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 10 85.47 90.9 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 11 78.61 83.6 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 12 85.19 90.6 no lacrimal struct 

Patient 13 86.27 86.3 Complete 

Patient 14 88.99 89 Complete 

Patient 16 94.93 94.9 Complete 

Patient 19 90.4 90.4 Complete 

Patient 20 86.64 86.6 Complete 

Patient 21 88.38 88.4 Complete 

Patient 23 90.77 90.8 Complete 

Patient 24 90.98 91 Complete 

PQM score table from manually planned cases used to create initial model. 



 

Patient1 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 89.7 

 

 

Patient2 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 85.9 

 

 

 



 

Patient3 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 88.0 

 

 

Patient4 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 94.0 

 

 



 

Patient5 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.0 

 

 

Patient6 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 81.0 

 



 

Patient7 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.9 

 

 

Patient8 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.8 

 

 

 



 

Patient9 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 87.5 

 

 

Patient10 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.9 

 

 



 

Patient11 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 81.6 

 

 

Patient12 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.6 

 

 

 



 

Patient13 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 86.3 

 

 

Patient14 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 89.0 

 

 

 



 

Patient16 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 94.9 

 

 

Patient19 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.4 

 

 

 

 



 

Patient20 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 86.6 

 

 

Patient21 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 88.4 

 

 

 
 

 



 

Patient23 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 90.8 

 

 

Patient24 PQM RapidArc manually planned = 91.0 

 

 

 



Annex H:  Scoring table and explanations for each series of cases planed by the initial model 

with differing sets of DVH objectives and beam arrangements 

As explained above, the initial model was created from manually optimized plans with a 3 arc beam arrangement.  Auto-

created optimization objectives were then tuned on the control patient.  From there, finding one set of objectives that 

would provide the highest score using the initial model to re-plan the cases in the training set proved difficult.  

Furthermore, using a 4th arc (ie. 2nd vertex arc) to avoid accumulating excess MLC interleaf leakage was also investigated 

as feasible and/or optimal. 

The first step was to plan 20 cases with the same set of “balanced” auto-created optimization objectives with both 3 and 4 

arc arrangements.  Then, whichever arc arrangement scored higher, that case was then tried with a new set of auto-

created optimization objectives with more aggressive OAR sparing.  If the more aggressive OAR sparing resulted in 

another yet higher scoring plan, a final set of “very extreme” auto-created optimization objectives were then attempted 

on the patient.  As a result of this methodology, each of the 20 cases were planned utilizing the initial model at least three 

different times with different arc arrangements and auto-created optimization objectives.  The results can be seen in the 

table below. 

 

 

Figure 12: PQM scores comparing the different arc arrangements and auto-created optimization objectives.  The best 

scoring plan on each patient was then used to train the final model (displayed in green above). 

 

Objective set name hippo+05 line hippo line hippo max hippo min hippo 5% 

Balanced 120 120 150 n/a n/a 

Extreme 125 130 155 100 n/a 

Very Extreme 130 140 160 115 125 

Priorities that differed between auto-created optimization objectives sets in figure 12, above 

 

Annex I:  PQM Histogram and individual scorecards from recursively planned cases created 

with “balanced” priority hippocampal sparing objectives (3 arc beam arrangement) 

 



 

Figure 13:  PQM score distribution from the 20 plans made with “balanced” objectives and 3 arc beam arrangement.  

Three of these plans were the highest scoring thus were used in the training set for the final model 

 

  

Patient1 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 87.7 

 

 



  

Patient2 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 80.35 

 

  

Patient4 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 92.01 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

 



 

  

Patient5 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 86.3 

  

Patient6 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 84.69 

 



 

  

Patient8 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 90.12 

 

  

Patient9 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 89.0 (case used to train final model) 

 
 

 



 

  

Patient10 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.14 

  

Patient12 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.23 

 

 

 



  

Patient13 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 87.58 

 

  

Patient23 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 93.41 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

 

 



  

Patient29 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.3 

 

 

Patient31 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 83.75 

 

 

 

 



  

Patient32 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 91.24 

 

  

Patient33 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 92.11 

 

 

 



 

Patient36 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 90.44 

 

  

Patient37 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.48 

 

 

 



  

Patient38 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.03 

 

  

Patient39 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 85.36 

 
 



 

  

Patient40 PQM RapidArc, 3 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 85.21 

 

Annex J: PQM Histogram and individual scorecards from recursively planned cases created 

with “balanced” priority hippocampal sparing objectives (4 arc beam arrangement) 

 

 



 

Figure 14:  PQM score distribution from the 20 plans made with “balanced” objectives and 4 arc beam arrangement.  10 

of these plans were the highest scoring thus were used in the training set for the final model. 

 

  

Patient1 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.02 

 



  

Patient2 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 87.61 

 

  

Patient4 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 91.59 

 

 

 



  

Patient5 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 87.8 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient6 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 84.15 

 

 
 

 



  

Patient8 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 90.48 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient9 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 87.34 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Patient10 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 92.15 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient12 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.41 

 

 

 
 



  

Patient13 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 89.38 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient23 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 93.41 

 

 



  

Patient29 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.50 

 

 

Patient31 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 89.45 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

 
 



  

Patient32 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 91.54 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient33 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 92.22 

 

 

 



  

Patient36 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 91.13 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

Patient37 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 92.99 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

 



  

Patient38 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 90.55 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient39 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.53 (case used to train final model) 

 

 
 

 



  

Patient40 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, balanced objectives = 88.54 

 

 

Annex K:  PQM Histogram and individual scorecards from recursively planned cases created 

with “extreme” priority hippocampal sparing objectives (4 arc beam arrangement) 

 



 

Figure 14:  PQM score distribution from the 17 plans made with “extreme” objectives and 4 arc beam arrangement.  Six of 

these plans were the highest scoring thus were used in the training set for the final model. 

 

 

Patient1 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 88.64 (case used to train final model) 

 



 

  

Patient2 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 85.45 

 

  

Patient4 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 90.81 

 
 

 



 

  

Patient6 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 88.64 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient8 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 88.97 

 
 

 



 

  

Patient10 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 89.55 

 

  

Patient12 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 89.87 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

 



 

  

Patient13 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 89.25 

 

  

Patient29 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 90.6 (case used to train final model) 

 



 

  

Patient31 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 88.91 

 

  

Patient32 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 91.36 

 

 



 

  

Patient33 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 92.97 (case used to train final model) 

 

  

Patient36 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 90.78 

 

 



 

  

Patient37 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 91.21 

 

  

Patient38 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 89.44 

 



 

  

Patient39 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 87.42 

 

  

Patient40 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, extreme objectives = 89.36 (case used to train final model) 

 



 

Annex L:  Individual scorecards from recursively planned cases created with “very extreme” 

priority hippocampal sparing objectives  

“Very Extreme” objectives created the highest scoring plan only once and often created noticeably worse plans.  Due to 

some very obvious decreases in PQM score, very extreme objectives were retired earlier in the process, only five cases 

were planned with this objective set. 

 

 

Patient1 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, very extreme objectives = 85.56 

 

 



  

Patient2 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, very extreme objectives = 90.07 (case used to train final model) 

 

 

Patient4 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, very extreme objectives = 91.69 

 

 



 

Patient5 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, very extreme objectives = 86.7 

 

  

Patient6 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, Initial model, very extreme objectives = 82.41 

 

 

 



Annex M:  PQM Histogram and individual scorecards from final model re-planning the cases 

in the training set (4 arc beam arrangement) 

 

Figure 9:  (included again here for completeness) PQM score distribution from the 20 cases in the final RapidPlan model’s 

training set.  All cases were re-planed by the final model with the final set of auto-created optimization objectives. 

 



 

Patient1 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.41 

 

 

Patient2 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.57 

 

 

 



 

Patient4 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 91.67 

 

  

Patient5 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.0 

 

 

 



  

Patient6 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 86.38 

 

  

Patient8 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.93 

 
 

 



 

  

Patient9 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.65 

 

  

Patient10 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.25 

 

 



 

  

Patient12 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 87.76 

 

  

Patient13 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 87.43 

 

 



 

  

Patient23 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 93.44 

 

 

Patient29 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 87.21 

 



  

Patient31 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.63 

 

 

Patient32 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 90.19 

 

 
 

 

 



  

Patient33 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.95 

 

  

Patient36 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.63 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Patient37 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 90.42 

 

 

Patient38 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.7 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Patient39 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.95 

 

  

Patient40 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 88.98 

 

 

 



Annex N:  PQM Histogram and individual scorecards from final model on external validation 

cases (4 arc beam arrangement) 

 

Figure 15:  PQM score distribution from the 7 external validations plans made with the final RapidPlan model 

  

External Validation Patient1 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.6 

 

 



 

 

External Validation Patient2 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 86.0 

 

 

External Validation Patient3 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 90.4 

 

 
 

 



 

  

External Validation Patient4 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 93.0 

 

  

External Validation Patient5 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 90.2 

 

 

 

 



 

  

External Validation Patient6 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.2 

 

 
External Validation Patient7 PQM RapidArc, 4 arc, final model, final auto-created optimization objectives = 89.1 
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Annex P: Release, distribution and compatibility 

This RapidPlan model is released under the General Public License (GPL) and is free to use.  Modifications to the model 

should be shared for the benefit of the community; however, the sharing requirement will not be enforced. 

This RapidPlan model is to be distributed exclusively via the links found on OncoPeer (www.oncopeer.com), please do not 

re-distribute this model as number of downloads will be tracked from the links on OncoPeer (strictly to judge the success 

of this project). 

This RapidPlan model was created and tested with Eclipse v13.5 but is also compatible with Eclipse v13.6 and v13.7+. 

 

http://www.oncopeer.com/

